Measurement of resonant and nonresonant induced refractive index changes in Yb-doped fiber grating amplifier.
We have measured the refractive index change (RIC) induced in a fiber Bragg grating (FBG) written in a Yb-doped fiber amplifier (YB-FBG) because of the amplifier pumping. The measurement was performed by exploiting the high sensitivity of the YD-FBG transmission to the RIC. We have separated between electronic and thermal contributions to the RIC based on the difference between the time-scales of the two effects. Because of high UV-induced loss in FBGs, the thermal contribution to the RIC is increased, in comparison with previously published work, where no grating was written in the fiber amplifier. The measurement method allows us to find the sign of each contribution to the RIC, and it requires only a few centimeters of fiber. Optimal pumping scheme for reducing the RIC in a YB-FBG is studied.